Gold ingots and coins in stock, shipment is running again
immediately after payment
March 22, 2022, Prague – IBIS InGold, one of Europe‘s leading traders of physical investment metals, is resuming
immediate shipments of investment ingots and coins to customers after a brief slowdown in shipments.
Extremely high demand and the continued long delivery times of refineries and mints caused the extension of the
deadline for shipping goods to customers. Thanks to the excellent cooperation with the PAMP Refinery and The
Royal Mint, we managed to arrange priority delivery of most weights of investment ingots and coins and IBIS InGold
resumes shipping to customers in the standard mode, i.e. the goods will be shipped within 48 hours of payment.
Paid orders affected by the extension of the delivery period will be shipped to customers in the order in which they
were paid. All paid ingots and coins will be in the hands of their owners within this week, within 10 working days at
the latest.
Saving in gold and silver and fixing the prices of ingots and coins have never been restricted by IBIS InGold. Thanks
to direct cooperation with the PAMP Refinery and The Royal Mint, all customer orders will be immediately secured
by an order placed with processors. In spite of the global transportation problems and the excess demand for gold
and silver over the production capacity of refineries and mints, most of the ingots and coins from IBIS InGold are
shipped to customers within very pleasant delivery times. Now all the basic assortment of investment ingots and
coins will be shipped again.
For more information contact:
Customer helpline
shop@ibisingold.com
+420 568 408 088
About IBIS InGold
IBIS InGold is a leading trader with investment gold and silver. The company has been operating in the market for
over 20 years. Within Europe, they became a leader in providing saving in gold and silver. They provide the general
public with simple and flexible saving under the trademark iiplan® and iiplanGold® with the amount of instalments
already from EUR 4 per month.
IBIS InGold is the official authorized trading partner of the Swiss Refinery PAMP and The Royal Mint. It is the only
company that is a direct business partner of the most prestigious European refinery and at the same time the most
prestigious European mint. No other company can boast of a simultaneous direct sales representation of the
PAMP Refinery and The Royal Mint.
As a result of this, IBIS InGold can provide its customers with the best services both during the purchase as well as
during the repurchase of the investment metals bought. Another advantage is a unique possibility of verifying the
origin and authenticity of investment gold by means of VERISCAN™ technology.
They guarantee its customers to be the first holders of the investment ingots and coins bought while guaranteeing
them to repurchase investment coins and ingots sold by them. The funds are remitted to the account of the client
within 48 hours from confirming the binding repurchase price. Moreover, they provide repurchase premium
in addition to the repurchase price of the metal.
More than 60,000 customers trust IBIS InGold.
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